EXHIBIT HALL RAFFLE

We will be raffling off a Patriots mini-helmet signed by Gronk! (#87 Rob Gronkowski)

To enter for a chance to win:
1. Visit exhibitor tables to obtain a ticket
2. Write your name on the ticket
3. Drop ticket in the labeled bin near the exhibit hall entrance

Multiple tickets are permitted. The more exhibitors you visit, the greater your chances to win!

CUSTOM TAKE-HOME PHOTO

Stop by the green screen photo area with friends and colleagues to have a custom commemorative photo taken. A 5”x7” copy will be printed for you immediately to take home!

The photo area is near the entrance/exhibits and will be open during the morning break and lunch.

Note that these photos may also be used on future MCPHS publications about the Reed Conference.

#ReedCE2016 SOCIAL MEDIA CHALLENGE

We’re happy you’re here at the Reed Conference – Engage on social media and post that you’re at the place to be for pharmacy!

Take a photo of any area of the event, or a selfie of yourself and a colleague, and post to Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram using the hashtag #ReedCE2016!

Enter to win an MCPHS selfie stick!

Don’t forget to follow us!
@MCPHsalumni
/MCPHSalumni
@MCPHS_alumni

We’ll monitor the postings throughout the day and will award a selfie stick to authors of the best posts!